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Part No. 9600 

Low Density Polyethylene Film Rhino Hide’s Sticky Tape 

DESCRIPTION 

Rhino Hide’s Sticky Tape is a 7.0 mil low density poly-

ethylene film tape coated on one side with a specially 

formulated solvent-free acrylic adhesive system. 

 

FEATURES 

 High adhesion and cohesion 

 Permanent bonding 

 Virtually no bleed out 

 Good abrasion and tear resistance 

 Resistant to chemical deterioration 

 Outstanding moisture barrier properties 

 UV resistant 

 Long-term aging stability without yellowing 

 Will not crack or crease at low temperatures 

 Serrated edges for easy tearing  

 

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS 

 Creating seal on overlapping poly when              

encapsulating crawlspaces 

 Wrapping applications such as water filter         

purification, pipe wrap and protective sealing 

 Splicing, seaming and patching of films for         

agriculture 

 Protective coverage of finished goods stored as 

outdoor inventory 

 Separate dissimilar metals for insulation, roofing, 

metal fabrication, etc. 
 

 

AVAILABLE PACKAGING 
 4” x 180’ (approx.) roll, clear 

 12 rolls per case 

TYPICAL PROPERTIES 

Tensil Strength:  20 lb./inch width 

Adhesive Type:  Acrylic Based 

Elongation:  225% 

Total Thickness:  7 mils 

Adhesion to Steel:  35 oz./ inch 

Operating Temperature:  -40°F to 190°F 

Moisture Vapor Transmission:  > 2.0 g/100 sq. in./24 hrs 

 

Note: The physical properties listed above are typical 

results obtained from a series of laboratory tests and 

should not be used for the purpose of writing             

specifications. Before using this product, user shall      

determine the suitability of the product for his/her use; 

and user assumes all risks and liabilities in connection 

therewith. All test procedures used are in accordance 

with ASTM and PSTC methods. 

 

LIMITED REMEDY 

Follow the instructions carefully. If your application is not 

covered by these instructions, call 863-665-0203 before 

using this product. Buyer agrees that if HomeWood     

Solutions’ products are proved defective, the user’s    

exclusive remedy will be, at HomeWood Solutions      

election, to replace the defective product or refund the 

purchase price for the defective quantity. 
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